
general practitioners at large. The depressing fact remains
that nothing remotely like all general practitioners counsel
their smoking patients, let alone even realise that many of
them smoke. In Australia, for example, where less than 10%
of doctors smoke, general practitioners knowingly under the
gaze of a research project examining their preventive inter-
actions with patients could successfully identify only 56% of
their smoking patients.9 In countries where much higher
proportions of doctors and medical students smoke'01'
sometimes even higher proportions than in the adult popula-
tion-the picture must surely be bleaker.

General practitioners have more than enough cessation
packages and minimal intervention protocols available to
them. By comparison, there have been few efforts to analyse
why many doctors do not even raise the subject with their
patients and why initial enthusiasm to attend training courses
in cessation tends to wane when implementation is examined
away from clinical trial settings.2 13
Few doctors would continue to prescribe a drug that

"failed" 95% of the time-one, unkind, interpretation of the
usual long term outcome of cessation protocols with minimal
intervention. Doctors' training and their day to day expecta-
tions of achievement with drug treatments probably mean
that many of them carry analogous expectations into their
counselling of patients about smoking and the prescription of
nicotine substitutes. There is no realistic hope that such
expectations will ever be fulfilled, so for many doctors the
result is probably despondency and diminished efforts with
such patients.

Efforts should certainly continue to encourage doctors to
make the most of the powerful opportunity offered by a
clinical setting to encourage their patients to stop smoking.
More needs to be done to show doctors that, although their
success rate with individual patients may seem small, it is
important in public health terms. But, plainly, for as long as
the choice to smoke is made easy by the cultural, political, and
economic environment so the clinical role of doctors in
encouraging cessation will often seem futile.
Doctors have been in the forefront of public health

lobbying for regulatory and fiscal "fences at the top of the
cliff" that reduce the number of people falling into the rivers
of long term tobacco use. Yet there may be a counterpart in
smoking cessation to Julian Tudor Hart's "inverse care
law."'4 A testing of the inverse smoking research law would

doubtless reveal that the more capable the intervention or
policy of reducing the prevalence of smoking-for example,
price rises,'5 bans on smoking in the workplace,'6 and adver-
tising restrictions"7 the scarcer the research that describes its
implementation.

Conversely, research about the minutiae of "downstream"
approaches to smoking control oriented to the individual
person continue to proliferate, with the generally unexcep-
tional outcomes that Sanders has summarised. I look forward
to the day when the Health Education Authority commissions
a monograph that points to more effective ways in which
doctors and others can undermine the British government's
continuing defence oftobacco advertising.
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Steroid osteoporosis

A pragmatic approach is needed while prospective trials are awaited

The adverse effects of corticosteroids on bone have been
known for over 50 years. We are now able to document these
changes with reasonable accuracy by using bone densitometry,
but we still do not know the mechanisms or the safe dose of
steroids in a given period. Nor it is known whether steroid
osteoporosis is preventable.

Studies ofpatients receiving long term steroid treatment for
chronic diseases such as asthma, rheumatoid arthritis, or
inflammatory bowel disease have shown that bone loss seems
to be rapid initially with rates approaching 4-10% a year,23
but, while bone loss is greatest in the first year, it probably
continues for as long as treatment is being given. This loss of
bone is important, but clinically osteoporotic fractures are the
relevant end point, and there are few data on the association of
steroids with fractures. Increased rates of vertebral fractures

have been reported in many studies of patients with chronic
diseases, but some of that increase may be attributable to the
underlying disease.47 Steroids affect cortical sites (such as the
neck of femur) as much as trabecular bone in the vertebra,3
but whether there is an increased risk of hip fracture in
addition to the commonly associated vertebral and rib
fractures is unknown. Some studies suggest that patients
taking steroids suffer vertebral fractures at higher thresholds
of spinal bone density than non-users,8 but by no means all
patients taking steroids develop fractures. The wide variation
may reflect genetic differences in susceptibility to cortico-
steroids or variability in the pharmacokinetics of steroids
among individual people. Furthermore, some steroid bone
loss is completely reversible, as shown by the follow up of
patients treated for Cushing's syndrome 9 and examination of
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patients whose treatment with steroids ceased some time
earlier.'0
The question of a "safe" dose-one that does not cause

bone loss-is controversial. No long term prospective studies
are available; most data are derived from cross sectional
studies or short term follow up. Some authors have claimed
that daily doses of 7-5 mg or less of prednisone are relatively
safe,"-'4 but others have disagreed.'0 1117 One interpretation of
these data is that a subgroup of patients may be highly
sensitive even to low doses. Probably for most patients the
cumulative dose is more important-and so alternate day
treatment does not seem to offer any advantages.'8 Many
former users have been shown to have normal bone density, so
for most people treatment with low doses for between six and
12 months seems unlikely to lead to clinical sequelae.
Faced with a patient requiring longer term steroids at

relatively low doses, such as 7-10 mg daily of prednisone,
the choice for the clinician is between reducing the dose
and risking worsening of the disease (which may have a
detrimental effect on inflammation and physical activity and
so in turn adversely affect bone density) or continuing
treatment and risking a possible subsequent fracture, the
chances of which are unclear. At present there is no reliable
way even of predicting which patients will lose bone while
taking steroids, though if a lateral spine radiograph shows an
existing vertebral fracture or the baseline bone density is low
a poorer outcome seems likely. Biochemical markers of bone
turnover, such as osteocalcin and urinary doxypyridinoline,
alter dramatically in patients given steroids, 19 but they are
not sufficiently sensitive or specific to predict rapid losers
ofbone.
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If the steroids cannot be reduced or avoided what other
options are available? All the studies to date are limited in
that they are based on bone density as an outcome and
not on fractures-though the two are likely to be related. A
controlled study of the bisphosphonate drug pamidronate has
shown a beneficial effect on spinal bone density in patients
with asthma with established osteoporosis,20 and a recent large
randomised study has shown that calcitrol 0X6 ,ug daily
prevents loss of bone from the spine in patients starting
treatment with steroids at an average dose of 13-5 mg a day.2'
Several other agents show promise,22-26 but the best setting for
these preparations is not yet known, nor whether they prevent
fractures.

In clinical practice patients prescribed low doses of steroids
for under 12 months can be reassured. Those starting long
term treatment should be advised to have an adequate intake
of calcium, to take oestrogen replacements if they are women
past the menopause, and on the basis of published controlled
studies consider preventive treatment with vitamin D ana-
logues or bisphosphonates to reduce vertebral bone loss.
Uncertainty will be removed only by prospective studies with
fractures as an end point.
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